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ABSTRACT

In L973, the Canadian Egg Marketing Agency was

formed under Ëhe National Farm Products Marketing Agencies

Act (NFPMAA), and the agency introduced a national supply

management program in the Canadian egg industry. Economic

theory suggests that supply management may affect one

concern of the NFPMAA, the level of efficiency in the

industry.

There does not appear to have been any examination

of the level of efficiency in the industry before and after

regulation was introduced. In this study, âD attempt was

made to appraise technical efficiency in the Canadian egg

industry since the introduction of the suPply management

prograrn, On the basis of a budget mode1, Canadian Pro-

duction costs \^tere compared before and after L973 with

those of a benchmark for efficient egg production, which

vras constructed for this study.

The results of the analysis suggest that the distri-

bution of farm sizes in the Canadian egg industry has

remained relatively stable since L973 as a result of quota

restrictions and the adequate returns available Chrough the

pricing formula. Consequently, .the degree to which

economies of scale are achieved has noË improved visibly

under supply management. In addition, since L973 the use

tl
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of labour, investment and miscellaneous inputs has in-

creased relative to the competitive benchmark. The ap-

parent decrease in relative efficiency of input use is not

inconsistent with the theoretical effects of supply

management, through pricing and quota regulations.

Further study regarding the input markets and more

detailed data concerning input use in the egg industries

in Canada and in the benchmark area are necessary before

firm conclusions may be made.
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CHAPTER I

INIRODUCTION

Background

Prior to the mid 1960rs, the Canadian egg industry

was not regulated, and egg prices \,tere determined by the

forces of supply and demand. There existed a large number

of independent producers, each supplying a very small pro-

portion of aggregate demand. A combination of seasonal

variations in supply and demand, a lag in production

response with respect to price changes and a demand curve

which is relatively inelastic to price historically caused

wide fluctuations in egg pricesl (""" Figure 1). The price

fluctuations resulted in income insËability in the egg

industry. Improvements in technology which allowed pro-

duction cost reductions, particularly in large scale

operations, âD increase in vertical integration in the

industry and a growing concentration in retail markets

resulted in a trend towards more specializatLon, larger
operations and an increase in the exit rate of small

produce t".' During the 1960rs, producers formed provincial

h{" K. Loh, The Price Structure of the Shell-Egg
Market in Ontario (T io
ffiulture and Food, Economics Brañch, Mry
T973), Ép. g-Ïr. -

2rbid. , p. 2.
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FIGURE 1: Egg Prices in Ontario Before Regulation (Grade A Large to producers at
registered grading stations).

SOURCE: CDA, Poultry Market Review, Canada DeparEment of Agriculture, t'Poultry
Market Review,rf l96f -L969.
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marketing boards, stating their goals to be the preser-

vation of existing farms, and price and income stabili-

zatLon. The activities of the egg marketing boards, since

their establishment, suggest that the raising of net

returns was also a major goal.

Provincial marketing board attempts to stabilize

provincial egg prices vJere unsuccessful due to the inter-

provincial movement of eggs and a periodic lack of co-

ordination of provincial board policies. In L970, the

federal Minister of Agriculture, Mt. Olsen, stressed the

producer desÍre f.or a rrnational approach to...marketing

schemes, because of the limited effectiveness of segmented
?

and uncoordinated provincial schemes."' He added that

there was rrgood reason to provide for national leadership

in this area having regard for the interests of the economy

and the efficient use of resources devoted to agriculture
L.

in the various regions of Canada."'

As a result of producer pressure, the Farm Products

Marketing Agencies AcE (fpUnn) was passed i'n 1972, author-

izing the establishment of national marketing agencies for

3c"r,rda, House of Commons Debates,
Marketing Agencies 8i11, April L4, L970, p.

4canada, House of Commons Debates,
Marketing Agencies 8i11, April L4, L970, p.

Farm Products
s870.

Farm Products
587L,
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farm products.- In L973, the Canadian Egg Marketing

Agency (CEl"iA) \,vas established under the new u"t.6
The FPMAA requires that marketing agencies es-

tablished under it must promote competition and efficiency.
Specifically, agencies must ttpromote a strong, efficient
and competitive production and marketing industry for the

regulated product," and have "due regard to the interests
of producers and consumers of the regulated product.,,7

The Federal-Provincial Agreement regarding the marketing

of eggs states that CEMATs pricing policy must not inter-
Ifere with interprovincial trade,- and must "flexibly

provide for orderly management of the market in light of

current demand and supply conditions of the market, of
9import competition and of export opportunities.'r

5Canada, House of Commons, Iam Products Marketing
Agencies Act, Chapter 65, January'L2, T972.

6C.r,adr, Federal-Provincial Agreement, Cornpre-
hensive Marketing Program, Eggs, Schedule rrCrr Oct-ober
L972.

7c.r,rd", House of Commons, Farm Products Marketing
Agencies Act, Chapter 65, January L2, L972, p.2055.

8crn"d", Federal-Provincial Agreement, Compre-
hensive Marketing Program, Eggs, Schedule rrArr, L972 ,p. 4.

9Canada, Federal-Provincial Agreement, Compre-
hensive Marketing Program, Eggs, Schedule rrcrt October
1972, p" 5.
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According to economic theory, the fulfillment of
the FPMAA stipulations quoted above will result in pricing
efficiency, which results in the earning of normal returns
on investment and in the efficient allocation of resources

among products, technical efficiency, which implies that
maximum output is produced given the available inputs and

technology, and finalty locational efficiency, which implies
that the costs of obtaining inputs and distributing the
final productl0 

"t" minimi r"d,.LL

The F?MAA allows a wide variety of programs and

regulations to be adopted. The egg agency operates a supply
managemenË program. under this program, prices are set
according to a formula based on estimated average costs of
producËion, and supply is controlled through quota regu-

lations and import controls. The strict control of supply
enables Ehe established prices, which are intended to
generate a treasonabler rate of return for producers, to be

maintained "

The success of CEMA in achieving the short run

producer goals of more stable and higher prices may be

seen through an examination of farm gate price trends

10rh" marketing costs which are added to farm-gatecosts Ín determining the retail price are not discussed inthis study
1lf. M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and

Fggr_rgmic Pef€ormance ( Chi
L973), pp. fZ-fS, pp. 400-4LL.



shown in Figure 2.L2

adopted by CEMA in mid-L975, prices fluctuated widely, In

T97g there was considerable expansion in the industry as

producers anËicipated high returns under the proposed

national marketing plan, and increased production facilities

in order to qualify for larger qr:ott".13 As a result,

production rose and prices fel1. In 1973,the national egg

marketing agency vüas established and the introduction of a

cost of production pricing formula, togeEher with rising

feed costs, caused prices to ri"".14 Prices fell again

in L974, when U.S. prices followed their seasonal pattern

and fell much below Canadian prices, resulting in an
15increase in imports into Canada. The price fluctuations

\,vere dampened in mid-L975 when permanent import controls

\,üere added to quota regulations, effecting the supply

L2--For a dissenting opinion regarding the degree of
price stability achieved, see L. J. Martin and T. K.
Iniarley, rrThe Role of Marketing Boardsrrr Canadian Journal
of Agi:icultural Economics, Próceedings (August L978),
pp.878-883.

13t'1. M. Veeman and R. M. A. Lovns. "AsriculturalMarketing Boards in Canada, " L977. (t'tlmeógraþheO).

L4
Food Prices Review Board, Report on Egg Prices

(Ottawa: Food Prices Review Board',

l5Food Prices Review Board, Report on Egg Prices
(Ottawa: Food Prices Review.Board, August L974),
25,

Before strict supply control was

II
p.
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conËrol necessary to maintain a formula pri"u.16 Farm-gate

prices have remained at a relatively high, stable level
s ince that time . 17

trlhile the immediate objectives of producers have

been achieved, the long run effects of the supply manage-

ment program on efficiency, one economic goal stipulated in
the F?MAA, are not clear. Economic theory suggests that
technical, pricing and locationar efficiency in the egg

industry may have been affected by supply manag"*"rrt.18

For example, the CEMA pricing formula is based on a 4gro00
bird operation, which has been judged too small to take
advantage of all economies of 

"""1".19 As a result, pro-
ducers operating at this si,ze receive adequate returns not
available in the long run under competition, excess profits
may be earned by producers operating farms of a more ef-
ficient size, and the incentive to minimize costs among

these relatively large producers may be lessened. rn
addition, the adoption of a quota policy by CEMA which

16*--P. S. Ross & partners, An Examination of Ess
Product ig{r. Cgs ts in 

_ 
Canada ( Ottarv ers ,January L975), p. 10.

lTProdrr"ut incorne may stirr vary with changes inproducer levies.
l8---!-or a detailed discussion

see below, Chapter 3.
10-'P. S. Ross & partners, op. cit., p. 28.

of supporting theory,
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restricts the level of production and prevents producers

from expanding according to efficíency criteria effectively
freezes the existÍng distribution of farm sizes. As a

result, one source of increased efficiency over time, the

achievement of economies of scale through the expansion of

operations, is removed. Consequently, the level of ef-

ficiency may fall over time relative Ëo that in a competi-

tive industry.

Review of Related Studies

The Food Prices Review Boardrs Report on ngg

pticeslO January Tg74, and Report on Egg Prices II,21
August L974, provide background information regarding the

egg industry in canada. Demand characteristics, industry
structure, price trends, production costs and pricing
formulas are examined in these reports with particular
emphasis on the early policies of CEMA during the period
L973-L974. Comparisons of U.S. and Canadian egg con-

sumption patterns and price trends are also made. The

reports discuss the problems encountered in the application
of the national pricing formula, and suggest policy and

program modifications. However, whÍle the actual industry

20
Food Prices Review

op, cit.
2L

Food Prices Review
op. cit.

Board, Report on Egg Prices,

Board, Report on Egg Prices II,
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problems are discussed and absolute monetary losses caused

by the program estimated, the level of efficiency in the

industry is not evaluated relative to that existing in a

competitive industry"

The P. S. Ross & Partners Report to the Canadian
22

Egg Marketing Agency, January L975, examines the egg

production costs in Canada. The methodologies used in the

study and production cost data, classified by flock sLze

and region, are included. The P. S. Ross & Partners study

ProvÍncial Models gf the Farm Gate Cost of Egg Production

for Medium size Producers23 develops independent provincial
production cost estimates for medium size producers. The

model design and components are described and methods for
maintaining the model are recornrnended. The L977 P " S. Ross

24
& Partners llp9ele outlines recent modifications in the

model. These reports provide production cost data as

required by the framework of the model. No attempt is rnade

Eo assess the relative efficÍency of the Canadian egg

22
P. S. Ross & Partners, op. cit.

23P. S. Ross & Partners, Provincial Models of the
{g5m-Gate _Cos! of egg productien s(Ottawa: P. S. Ross & Þãrtners,

21,- 'P" S. Ross & partners, 1977 Update_of the
Provincial Models of the Farm-Gate cost of eãe Þ.oduction
fot M"Oi*n-Sir" Ege
Partners, July L977) 

"
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industry before and after the supply management program

T/¡as introduced.

Material presented before the National Farm

Products Marketing council Hearings in L976, regarding the

CEMA pricing formula, describes the findings and experi-
ences of egg producers, egg marketing boards, and con-

sumers" No formal analysis of the level of efficiency in
the industry was presented at the Hearings, however the

material includes cost data and discussions of industry
problems, and contributes to background information con-

cerning the industry.

Problem StaËement

Background information and preliminary theoretical
observaEions suggest that the supply management program

currently in operation in the canadian egg industry may not
be satisfying the FPMAAts economic objective of promoting

an efficient egg industry in canada. None of the studies
reviewed generate information on which to base an evalu-
ation of the canadian egg industry with respect to the

efficiency requirement of the FPMAA. consequently, the

level of efficiency in the industry is examined in this
study" I^Ihile pricing, technical and rocational effici-
encies are discussed in a theoretical context, because of
time constraints the analysis has been confined to techni-
cal efficiency.
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Ob je ct ives

In light of the hypothesis that the supply manage-

ment program administered by CEMA may not promote efficiency
in the Canadian egg industry, the objectives of this study

I^7efe:

1. To determine the extent to which the FPMAA goal of

technical efficiency has been achieved by CEMA by

means of a comparison of Canadian production costs,

boEh before and after the supply management program

was introduced, with costs in an area considered

to be efficient.
2. To determine, where possible, the specific sources

of any differences found between costs in Canada

and in the efficient area during the period

examined, whether the sources are exogeneous (due

to input prices, climate, etc.) or technical
(arising from production techniques).



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

The prinrary objective of this study was to deter-

mine whether the supply management program introduced in

the Canadian egg industry in 1973 has had an impact on one

concern of the FPMAA, the level of technical efficiency

in the indusrry.25 The level of technical efficiency vTas

evaluated by means of a comparison of Canadian farm-gate

production costs with the farm-gate production costs in an

area which is considered Ëo be efficient. The comparison

was made both before and after supply management was intro-

duced in Canada, with the pre-regulation comparison serving

as a control comparison. Costs in the post regulation

period \47ere deflated by input price indexes in order to

isolate the changes in costs over time which vùere due to

either changes in the relative technologies used in the

two areas, or to the operation of the supply management

program

The characteristics of the input markets over time

r,üere not examined in eiËher area. To the extenL that the

25tn this study, technical efficiency is defined
as the degree to which costs aré minimized, through scale
economies and the use of available technologies and
management skills, relative to the degree of cosË mini-
mization in an area considered to be efficient.

l3
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viable technologies in the two areas have not remained

constant during the period being examined, it is noË

possible to conclude that changes in costs between the two

areas over time not attribuEable to inpuE prices were

caused by Ehe supply management program. Rather, the

supply management program may be considered as one possible

cause of any change in deflated costs found. Instances

where several factors must be considered as possible

sources of changes in costs are noËed in the analysis.

In addition to the comparison of farm-gate pro-

duction costs, the distribution of farm sizes over time in
Canada was compared with that in an area considered to be

efficient in order to determine whether the supply manage-

ment program has affected farm size trends in Canada.

Again, to the extent that the viable technologies have

changed over time in the two areas relative to one anoÊher,

the conclusion that any change in farm sLze trends is due

to the regulation introduced in Canada must be qualified.

Selection of Areas to be Examined

The production cost data used to represent techni-
cally efficient egg production lvere taken from a compe-

Ëitive egg industry, since according to economic theory,

costs are minimized under competition.26 fh. criteria
used for choosing an area which'is to serve as an efficient

26
See below, Related Theory, Chapter 3.
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benchmark include an unregulated pricing system, and a

competitive environment on both the demand side and the

supply side of the market.

The state of California was chosen as the general

area from which benchmark data would be collected, since

prices in this area have historically cleared the mark"t.27

In other areas of the U.S., as a result of the decrease in
the volume of eggs traded in terminal markets, prices

established through exchange trading often have not

followed actual changes in supply and de*.rrd,28 I¡Iithin

california, san Diego county was selected as the source of

benchmark data. San Diego counEy was first considered

because detailed production cost daËa were available for
the area. The assumption that the supply side of the San

Diego county egg market is competitive is based on the

fact that in the last ten years the number of egg pro-

ducers declined from 500 to 75 " This trend may be at-
tributed to the exit of small producers and the expansion

of large operatior".29 On the demand side, there are

27u.S.D.4. 
, Economic Research Service, pricing

Systems f or Eggs, Marketing Research Report tlo. 850-.
(tlashington, D. C, : U " S . Government Printing Of f ice, Tg69) ,P. 13.

28rbr-c., pp. 4-T3.
29_- Personal connnunication on August 2, L979 with

Robert Adolph, ^FgtT Advisor, cooperative Extension service,
University of California, San Diego, California.
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approximately six buyers of eggs in the three counties in

souEhern California, including San Diego 
"or.rtty.30 The

degree of price competition in the area is determined by

the extent to which interstate trade limits the scope for

price manipulation, Imports may enter from the southern

states, which supply approximateTy 40 percent of the eggs

in Ëhe U.S., and eggs are presently exporLed from San
o1

Diego county to Arizona and Colorado."

Canadian production cost data are based on egg

operations in Ontario. It was assumed that any signifi-

cant impact of the supply management program on egg pro-

ducEion costs would be reflected in Ontario data, since

Ontario is the leading egg producer in Canada. The province

produced an average of 181,5 million dozen eggs, or 38.4

percenË of Canadian production annually, between 1967 and
32

L97L.

Data SelecËion

Secondary data \^7ere collected

Ontario and San Diego county as time

the collecËion of primary data. Cost

from sources in
constraints precluded

data for all inputs

30rbid.
t1
"rbid.
32_Loh, op. cit. , P' 3'
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used in producing eggs up to the farm-gate level were

collected and organized in budget fo*tt.33

Production cost figures for the control comparison

r^7ere Laken from the year L97L, âs L972 data in San Diego

county were affected by an outbreak of Newcastle dis"a"e.34

However, it has been estimated that in L97L excess capacity

existed in the Ontario egg industry as a result of pro-

ducer e>(pansion in anticipation of higher returns under

the proposed national marketing progra*.35 As a resulL,

excess çapital investment must be considered in the

analysis of any changes in investment costs in Ontario

since I97L.

Production cost data from the years L975 to 1978

Ínclusive, were used for the comparison of Ontario and

San Diego county production costs in the post-regulation

period.

33^.--Similar technologies are used in egg production
in San Diego county and in Ontario" The assumption that
differences in disease problems in Qntario and in San
Diego county are not great enough to invalÍdate Ehe com-
parison is based on a personal comnunication with D, L,
Campbel1, Department of Animal Science, University of
Manitoba, lrlinnipeg.

3fu .S.D.4., Economic Research Service, Selected
Topics Related to the Poultry and Egg IndusËries, RS -664
(!'Iashington, D"C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, L977),
p. 26"

35t't. M. Veeman and R. M. A. Loyns, op. cit,
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It was not possible to compare farms of the same

si-ze in the two areas being considered, and thereby remove

the effects of scale on production costs, for the following
reasons. San Diego county data were taken from cost

studies of eleven to eighteen farms in San Diego county.

The average size of these farms is greater than the average

operation size in Ontario, and data based on farms larger
than the average si-ze of operation in Ontario were not

available, At the same time, data from only the smaller

farms studied in San Diego county would not provide a

reliable base for an efficient benchmark, since economic

theory suggests that in a competitive industry, a producer

who fails to maintain an operation of at least the average

sLze in the long run has objectives other than to minimize

costs.

In consideration of these problems, San Diego

counEy data vùere taken from the average data of all farms

studied in the county. The farms sEudied varied from year

to year, but in all cases \,vere specialized egg producing

operations. It was assumed that the monthly cost data

provided by the contributing farms are based on efficient
production techniques, and that any uncompetitive production
practices of relatively small producers would not distort
the average data significantly. 

.

The san Diego county flock sizes range from 10,000

to 150,000 birds (average 47,000) in L97L to 20,000 to
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200,000 (average 79,000) in L978. ontario data are based

on the production costs in a 20,000 bird operation, the

average and predominant size of operatÍon in the 10r000

to 50,000 bird operation category. producers in this
category supply approximately 50 percent of canadian egg

production and are representative of conrnercial egg pro-
ducers in ontario.36

The analysis was carried out on the basis of
changes in differences in costs between farms in two areas.
rt was explained above that since conditions in input
markets and therefore in viable technologies, are variable
over time, changes in input markets as well as Ín the

structure of the market being examined must be considered

as possible sources of changes in the relative deflated
production costs between the two areas over time. Due to
the variable farm size in san Diego county data, economies

of scale must be added as another possible source of
changes in relative production costs. Given the data used

in this anarysÍs, it is not possible to determine the exact
contribution of each possible factor affecting the revel of
technical efficiency.

A comparison of farm sLze distributions over time
in san Diego county and ontario was made using the available

p. L2"

36
P" S" Ross & Partners, July L975, op. cit.,
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data" while information was insufficient to warrant a

detailed examination, hypotheses were formed on the basis
of trends which appeared.

The basic steps, explained above, which have been

followed in carrying out this study are shown in Figure 3

below.
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FIGURE 3: Methodology

2.

J.

A

Des ign Utrog"i mode 1.

SelecE cost daEa (areas, years,
and operatÍon sizes).

FtE data to model,

EsEimate Ëhe production costs
for the t\,eo areas and ap-
propriate years.

Find the dlfference in costs
between Ëhe two areas for each
componenE. Ín each year. Examine
any trends or significant
changes ln relative lnpuE use or
input prices.

Remove from the dlfferences ln
cosEs betv/een the base year and
other years for each area the
proportion caused by changing
lnput prices. The result is the
change in costs for each area not
caused by input prices.

Find the dffference in the values
calculaEed in (6) between the Èwo
areas for each year.

Determine which components 1n Ehe
budget indigate major dfffer-
ences tn (7). AËÈempt Èo Ísolate
sources of changes in differ-
ences in costs not caused by
input prices.

T
Assemble data for each area con-
cerning size distribuEions over
time.

Determine if there are any trends
in size disErlbutlon in'the two
areas.

Examlne any changes and/or differ-
ences in the Erends and discuss
factors in each area whlch might
af.f.ect present and future Erends.

t.

2.

3.
4.

6.

7"

8.

II
If posstble, conclude whether

Ehere has been a slgnfficant change
in cost differences betr,¡een the two
areas since regulatÍon was intro-
duced in Canada.

Hypotheslze regarding the fuEure
;Lze trends in each area.

Conclude whether costs ln Ontarlo,
due to management and scale effects,
have changed relaEfve Èo costs in
Callfornia since the lntroduction of
Ehe CEMA supply management program.



CHAPTER III

RELATED THEORY

The theoretical concepts upon which the analysis in
this study is based lvere taken from the theory of production
and cost, and the theory of the firm. possible sources of
dÍfferences in egg production costs between ontario and
san Diego county dur'ing the period examined emerge from the
theoretÍcal discussion.

Production Theorv

Fixed and variabre inputs are required to produce
a particular good. Fixed inputs, which are not immediately
variable, include buirdings, major equipment and land,
while variable inputs, which may be varied in use im-
mediately with changes in market conditions, include rarv

and processed materiars such as feed and some types of
labour' The maximum output attainabre from a given set of
inputs is indicated by the production functi on.37

Given the law of diminishing returns, if the use of
one variable input is increased while the use of all other
inputs is held constant, total output wilr increase at an
increasing rate, increase at a constant rate and eventually

37 c. E,' Ferguson, Microeconomic Theory (Homewood,Illinois: Richard õ. Irwin, rnc., lgjù, p. L34.

22
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decrease" As illustrated in Figure 4, the assumpEion of

diminishing returns implies that maximum physical outpuË

is producted at the point where the marginal product of an

inpuË equals ,"ro.38

A production isoquant indicates the various quanti-

ties of two inpuEs which may be combined in order to pro-

duce a certain level of output. These isoquants are

derived from the producËion surface. The slope of an

isoquant represents the marginal rate of technical substi-
tution of one input for another. The area of economical

production lies inside the points on each isoquant where

the marginal rate of technical substitution becomes

positive; at this point more of one input is required to

maintain production as additional amounts of another input

are used, and consequently the cost of production ri""".39
The economical production area in input space is shown in
Figure 5.

The optimal combination of inputs within the eco-

nomical production area is determined by the ratio of inpuE

prices. The ratio of inpuË prices is represented by the

isocost curve, which indicates the various quantities of

inputs which may be purchased given a certain budget and

38tbid", p. r5o.

39-1. t. Henderson and R.
Theory: A Mathematical Approach
Book Co., L97L), p. 60.

E. Quandt, Microeconomic
( New York : ]'lõcã- ni f r
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FrcuRE 5: Economical Production Area in rnput space.
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input prices. The shape of the isocost curve is determined

by the competitiveness of the input market. In a perfectly

competitive input market, prices do not vary with the

volume of purchase, while an imperfectly competitive markeE

results in prices which are a function of the volume pur-

ch.""d.40 Figure 6 shows the maximum output attainable

given a certain budget, in the case of a perfectly competi-

tive input market.

If factor prices are held constant, and total

expenditure is increased, the isocost curve moves away from

the origin" The series of tangency points between the

isocosts and the isoquants represents the expansion path of

a firm. A straight expansion path implies constant returns

to ""r1..41 A hypothetical expansion path is shown in

Figure 7,

Given a change in the factor price ratio, the input

use ratio must be adjusted accordingly if optimal Pro-

duction is to be maintained" Because of indivisibility of

inputs, inadequate information and lags in production

response, instantaneous adjusûnent in input proportions

40s.rrru Carlson, A Studv on the-Pure Theog¡ of
Production (New York: Séntiy P

4L
Ferguson, op. cit., p. 195.
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ofEen does not occur. rn this case, the maximum possible

output for a given level of expenditure is not achieved.42

Cost Theory

costs of productÍon are a function of the amounts

of inputs used and the prices of those inputs. rnput use

is determined by the level of technical efficiency, while
input prices are a function of the structure of input
markets, input availabil,it-y and the scale of operation.43

This section begins with a discussion of the degree

to which the scale of operation and level of managerj-al

skill may affect input use and input prices. An exami-

nation of the extent to which the pricing system in an

Índustry may affect the leve1 of costs in an industry
follows. The framework of this discussion is presented

in Figure 8 below.

Scale of Operation

Large scale operations in an industry may have

lower per unit costs of production due to technical or
pecuniary economies of scale. Technical economies arise
from two main sources. First, given a large volume of

42
Ibid., pp. L96-204. This case is illustrated aspoint C in Figure 13 below.

43th" proximity of input markets determines the
level of transportation costs producers pay for inputs.Transportation costs are refle-cted in inþut prices.
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output, Ít may be economically feasible to employ special-
Lzed machinery which completes one stage of production more

quickly and effectively than smaller, all purpose machinery

and labour" Second, replacements for machinery and repair
costs represent a smaller proportion of total costs as

production size increases. Pecuniary economies stem from

pricing imperfections in input and output markets. Pe-

cuniary economies include the volume discounts available to
large producers from both input suppliers and firms

Eransporting the final productrfrom premium prices often

offered to large, reliable producers, and from the lower

interest rates large producers may be able to obtain,44

There exist a number of factors which determine the
extent to which scale economies may be achieved. The

minimum scale at which economies are achieved in an entire
operaEion is a function of the cost functions of all
inputs; because of indivisibilities of inputs and varying

operating capacities, it may not be possible to take

advantage of all scale economies. Also, the decrease in
per unit costs of each input may not continue indefinitely
as output increases. For example, because the skills of

the head manager/producer represent a fixed input, dimini-
shing returns will eventually set ir, as other inputs are

increased, Marketing costs may also limit scale economies.

44F. M. Scherer, Industrial Market_Structure_and
Economic Performance (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co.,
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Factors including market sLze and opportunities, gêo-

graphic distribution of customers, the rate structure of

Eransportation costs, and the pricing system together with

the elasticity of demand (i.e,, the extent to which

transportation costs may be passed on) determine the im-

portance of locational considerations as a limiting factor
to scale economies.

Managerial Input

Efficient resource allocation, in an aggregate

sense, requires Lhat producers operate on the expansion

path. rn other words, producers must minimize costs. The

extent to which costs are minimized depends upon the level
of producersr knowledg., skill and initiative, the degree

of competitiveness in the industry, and the individual
constraints under which producers operate. The constraints
imposed by producers vary with individual aspirations,
utility functions and financial conditions, and may affect
the use of several inputs. rf a constraint results in the
use of less than optimal amounts of managerial input, pro-
ducers will experience a relatively increasing lack of
knowledge and skill, and as a result, will stray farther
from the expansion path and optimal resource use.
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P ri cing_Sys tem

a) Competitive Svstem

The four basic conditions assumed to exist in a

perfectly competitive market include a homogenous product,

a large number of small producers and buyers, free entry

and exit in the industry and perfect knowledge. In such a

market, price is the mechanism which equates supply with

demand and ensures that no excess profits are earned in the
L\long run. '"

Efficient price adjustment in a perfectly competi-

tive market is illustrated in Figure 8" Assuming the

quantity supplied does not change, if the demand level

shifts up from DD to DlDr, price will rise to Pr. Profits

will be earned in the industry and since the return to

investment in this industry is greater than elsewhere, nel^i

firms will be attracted. As the competition increases and

industry supply increases (SS to StSt), price falls and

individual firms will move toward their efficient level of

production, q. As indicated in Figure 9, production costs

are continually forced Èo the minimum level in the short

ruÌì (minimum short run average cost) and thus towards

minimum average cost in the long run.

45 Ibid", p, L2.
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b) Regulated Pricing System

The alternative to competitive pricing considered

in this study is cost of production pricing, in which

prices are determined on the basis of a cost of production

formula. Formula pricing may be introduced in an attempt

to increase the level and stability of producer income.

!ühile competitive pricing tends to result in cost mini-
mLzatLon and the exploitation of scale economie ",46 formula

pricing may affect both the average scale of operation in
an industry and management behaviour, and in addition
inEroduce additional costs into the industry.

i) Scale of Operation.

The market price in a competitive industry is based

on marginal principles and theoretically results in ef-
ficient resource allocatiorr.4T cosc of production pricing,
on the other hand, is intended to provide producers with
t adequate I rut.rtrrr.48 Assuming decreasing returns to scale

46-In this study, scale economies refer to thelowering of total_pef úirir ðosrs -õf p;óduõriõn ãð õpõration
sLze increases. rt is not assumed that all inputs är. in-
creased in proportion.

47
The price fluctuations which result from the

ad-justment of bupply and demand may cause planning oirri-culties for the producer, _since perfect knbwledge"does notexist' As a result, inefficiencies may offset Ër,. advan-tages of competitive pricing to.some eltent.
48P. S. Ross & partners, July L975, op. cit., p" Zl"
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eventually set in, the prices under the two systems are

equal only at the scale of operation where long run average

costs are minimized and margínal cost equals average cost.

If the formula price exceeds the competitive price, pro-

ducers operating at a scale which is larger or smaller than

the minimum cost scale may survive in the long run,

The costs of an inefficient scale of operation are

compared with those of an operation in which costs are

minimized in Figure 11. As long as the formula price, p'k,

exceeds the competitive price, Pc, the costs of firms be-

tween the sizes Q'k and Qc are covered. producers operating
in this size range are not forced to reduce costs through

expansion, as would be the case in a competitive market.

P'k is known as an umbrella price.
Inlhen a formula price is established in an industry,

supply and demand are no longer equated through the price
mechanism. The equilibrating mechanism may be replaced by

the control of the level of production, the movement of
producË between markets, or the changing of the level of
demand. of these meEhods, production control is the most

practical since shifting supply may be costly, and demand

manipulation is not likely to be successful in the short
run.

The administration of quotas is one means of con-

trolling the quantity produced in an industry. Under a

quota scheme, total demand over a certain period of time

is estimated and then divided over a certain period of time
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is estimated and then divided among producers according to

established criteria. Quota regulations may have an impact

on scale trends in an industry if there are quota sLze

limits or restrictions regarding the transfer of quotas,

such as the tying of quota rights to production facilities 
"

Feasible distributions of farm si-zes in a competi-

tive market and in an industry with a price formua and quota

size limits are compared in Figure L2. The figure il-

lustrates the distributions which could develop several

years after pricing and quota regulations were introduced

in one market. Assuming the average slze of operation in

both markets was approximately qo, theory suggesËs that
under competition the average size of operation would move

to q , where costs are minimized. However, iri a market in
c

which prices are set with a view to adequately covering the

costs of a firm operating at scale g'k, operations of the

scale q'k would not be forced to expand. As a result, the

average firm size would not be expected co increase to 9",
but rather to a sLze between q'k and the limit ql, The actual

size would depend upon individual producer choice, and the

extent to which quota of the desired size was available to

expanding producers. Some farms of a greater size than the

limit would exist Lf a grandfather clause in the quota

regulations allowed producer" t9 remain the si-ze they lvere

at the time the regulatory program r,üas introduced.
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ii) Leyel of Management.

The level of management skill and degree of cost

minimization prevailing in an industry may fall as a result

of the introduction of formula pricing" Producers who have

lower costs than in the sLze of operation upon which the

price formula is based, due to location or scale, may maxi-

mize profits subject to constraints which would be unrealis-

tic under a competitive pricing system. Operation under

constraints may result in non-optimal resource use. Simi-

larly, producers with relatively low costs do not have to

adjust the use of inputs following changes in available

technology and input prices as quickly as they would in an

unregulated indusrry.49 The failure to minimize cosËs,

known as managerial slack or X-inefficiency, results in

operation off the expansion path.

Two examples of inefficient input use are shown in
Figure f3 below. The isoquant q, is known as an efficient
unit isoquant, and represents the minimum quantities of the

inputs Xt and XZ which can be used to produce the level of
50output gl.-" Points to the left of the isoquant are un-

attainable. Points to the right of the isoquant, such as

B, represent excess input use. The point on the isoquant

Scherer, op. cit., p. 405.
5on. G. Bressler, Jr. and R. A. King, Markets,

York: John !üiley &and Interregional Trade (New

49

Prices
Inc, ,
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which is tangent to the isocost line indicates the least

cost combination of inputs which may be used to produce ql.

Any other combination of inputs on the isoquant, such as

thaË indicated by point C, is not proportional to the factor

price ratio and requires a higher level of expenditure for

the same level of output.

iii) Additional Costs.

Formula pricing, accornpanied by quota regulation,

may increase the level of operating costs in an industry

through quota purchase and surplus removal costs, and

through freezÍng the pattern of production.

Given an unrestricted quota market, Lf quota owner-

ship generates higher returns than may be earned elsewhere,

the antícipated net returns associated with Ehe quota

becone capitalLzed into the present value of the producËion

rights. Because quota rights are worth more to producers

with lower costs, the more efficient producers can bÍd for
quotas of the less efficient, and the pattern of production

will closely resemble that in an unregulated industry.

However, the addition of quota values to input costs will

cause total costs in the industry to ri"u.51
The initial allocation of quotas is frequently based

on historical production shares, âs this is an objective

5lttl. M. Veeman, ,,Alternative Techniques of euotaRegulation by Marketing Board Actions,r' MarkeË Regulation
in Canada, Occasional SerÍes 1þ3 (t'Iinnipeg: Dãpaitment õf
Agricultural Economics, University of Manitoba, L972), p. 61,
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criËerion. Unless there is an unrestricted quota market

where quotas may shift according to relative producËion

cost advantages following the initial allocation, or unless

quota transfer policies strictly follow competitive cri-

teria, Ëhe potential level of efficiency in the industry

will not be achieved. In this case, the level of costs in

the industry T/titl increase, adding to the increase resulting

from quota purchase costs. Quota transfer policies which

may be enforced in order to achieve certain goals con-

cerning the nature of enterprises in an industry, but which

inhibit efficient quota reallocation and raise costs include

the Ëying of, quotas to production facilities, limits to

quota expansion and the refusal to allocate quotas to firms

involved in non-farm activities.

Quota regulation may not be successful in equating

quanEities supplied with quantities demanded at the formula

price; in this case the market is not cleared and the

quantity of product in the market must be adjusted to

balance supply with demand if the formula price is to be

maintained. A surplus removal program serves as the ad-

justment mechanism, moving product not sold at the formula

price. Excess product is either diverted into secondary

markets which are not regulated, or destroyed.

The costs of surplus removal include the dis-

location'of secondary markets caused by the dumping of the

regulated product, losses due to low prices received in
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secondary market t r52 losses associated wÍth product de-

struction and the actual costs of product manipulation.

Surplus removal costs must be weighed against the benefits

of the regulaËion in order to determine the net impact of

Ehe program.

iv) Side Benefits of_a Formula Pricing System.

The higher costs of formula pricing relative to

compeËitive pricing may be offset to the extent Lhat the

organi zatLon which sets prices and quota regulations is

able to achieve scale economies in certain areas and carry

out activities which independent producers cannoË eco-

nomically perform. Such activities, including market

development, research and information disseminaËion, may

lower costs through increasing the volume of sales, iût-

proving production methods and increasing the rate of

adoption of ne\^i technology.

The_Integration of Theory with the Model

The Eheoretical sources of efficiency discussed

above are related to the budget model used in this study in

Table 1. The components of the budget model include feed,

pullet, labour, depreciation, interest, and miscellaneous

costs. The production factors determining the level of

52rh. extent of these losses depends upon the
elasticity of demand in the two markets, and the price in
each market. See I^I. Scherer, op . cit . , pp . 254-255 .
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TABLE 1

Relationship Between Budget components and sourcesof Efficiency

Component Factor Theoretical Source
of EfficÍency

FEED
feed conversion
ratio

price

PULLET
length of laying
cycle

pri ce

LABOUR
hours

DEPRECIATION
investment in
buildings and
equipment

INTEREST
total invesEmenE

rate

MISCELLANEOUS
plant and admini-
stration

board fee
mation

surplus removal,
boärd admini-
stration costs

temperature, space f managerial skillbird, wastage, bird
weight, lighting

volume dÍscounts pecuniary scale

,:::liiå""
space /bi-rd, light- managerial skilling, disease,
temperature, laying
management

volume discounts pecuniary scale
economies

location

collection and technical scale
feeding systems, economies
training of labour managerial skill

birds /cage, cages / fecinnical scale
house, degree of economies
auEomation

birds /cage, cages / technical scale
house, degree-of economies
auËomation

. cost of credit pecuniary scale
e conomies

medication, energy, managerial skill
energy (auto- technical scale

economies

ins titutional
characteris t i cs
of industry
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each budget componenL are listed and these factors suggest

possible areas in which efficiencies may be achieved. The

sources of efficiency are identified in the table and dis-

cussed in more detail, irt connection with egg producLion

factors, in the following section.

The stages of production in which the efficiencies

listed in Table I may be found are discussed below.

a) Econornies of Scale Ín Egg Production

It has been estimated that significant economies of

scale exist in operations with 48,000 birds ot *or".53

Technical sources of scale economies include the type and

arrangement of cages and the methods of feeding birds and

collecting eggs. As the number of birds increases, larger

cages may be used, resulting in less space per bird and

lower investment costs in cages per bird. As the flock

size increases, more cages are needed and houses may be

used more intensively, reducing the amount of wasted space

and lowering house investment costs per bird. Volume dis-

counts for feed and pulleEs represent a major possible

pecuniary scale economy, âs feed and pullet costs constitute

approximately 60 percent and 25 percent of total production

53P. S. Ross & Partners, January T975, op. cit.,
p. 28. The average cosË curve in the egg industry may
deviate slightly from the traditional U-shaped cost curve
discussed in the theoretical section below" It is hypothe-
sized that all economies of scale are achieved at a size
greater than 48r000 birds, such as 60,000, and that dis-
economies do not occur until a much larger scale is reached"
The result is a cost curve with a flat boLtom.
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costs respectivety.54 Other pecuniary economies of scale

ari se from more and possibly less expensive sources of

cornnnercial credit, and premiums paid by large grading

stations to large Producers.

As explained in the theoretical section, the ex-

ploitation of these scale economies results in lower per

unit costs of production.

b) Thejolg of Management in Egg Production

Genetic factors and management practices affect Ëhe

level of production performance and thus the costs of pro-

duction. The degree to which genetic factors determine

the level of production performance of layers is indicated

by heritability estimates, listed in Table 2.

It is evident from Table 2 that management practi-

ces are an important factor in deLermining the level of

performance of layers. For example, the rate of egg pro-

duction depends 25 percent on genetic factors, but 75

percent on management. consequently, the rate of lay may

vary significantly among operations, depending upon the

quality of management.

54M. O.
(!üestport, Conn.
pp. 287-288.

NorËh,
: The

Commercial Chicken Production Manual@w
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TABLE 2

Heritability Estimates

Production FacËor Percent Decided by GeneEic Factors

Egg production

Adult body weight

Adult livability

Egg raeight

Age at sexual maturity

Shel I thickness

Blood spots

Albumen quality

25

55

10

55

25

25

15

25

SOURCE: North, op. cit., p. 375.
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There are a number of factors controlled by pro-

ducers which determine the gutcome of the management share
55

of production performance :

i) The optimum space Per bird is found through

balancing offsetting factors. As the number of birds

per cage increases, the investment per bird in housing

and equipment falls. However, the resulting cost saving

is offset due to the inverse relationship between egg

producEion, livability, egg size and egg quality on one

hand, and space per bird on the other,

ii) Lighting programs may increase the profit-

ability of an operation since the degree of light in-

tensity and the duration of lighting in laying areas

affects the age at which laying begins and the number

of eggs produced. However, the direct relationship

between the degree of light intensity and the incidence

of cannibalism must also be considered by producers.

iii) Feeding programs may vary and have an in-

fluence upon the level of feed wastage, the level of

consumption and the average body weight of birds.

iv) The intake of water by layers must be regu-

lated, since as water consumption rises, the wetness of

manure increases and moisture problems in houses occur,

55-,"-'l'he following information regarding egg pro-
duction practices and techniques is taken from M. O. North,
Commercial Chicken Production Manual ([.lestport, Conn. :

The AVI Publishing Co", Inc, , L972), pp. 254-289.
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v) Birds must be protected in both cold and hot

climates. Excessive heat may reduce feed intake below

the optimum level, cause manure problems and may re-

sult in a high rate of mortalitY.

vi) Disease prevention through vaccination pro-

grams, fly control, etc. is crucial since the loss of

birds results in the loss of the salvage value of the

birds as well as the loss of the future income gener-

ated by birds.

vii) Procedures must be taken to control manure

moisture levels and accumulation in order to minimize

odours and fly breeding.

viii) ffre laying schedule chosen for birds will

affect the profitability of an operation in three ways.

First, the sLze of eggs varies directly with the age at

which a pullet begins laying eggs, while the cost of

pullets varies directly with the age of pullets. The

cost of pullets must therefore be balanced against the

sLze of the premium received for Larger eggs. Second,

the rate of tay increases rapidly during the first five

or six weeks of production and then falls at a constant

rate for the rest of the laying period. Producers must

aim for a high peak of production if the potential

volume of eggs is to be produced, since the rate of Lay

cannot be increased in the latter part of Ëhe cycle.

Third, force moulting is a method of cutting off the

first laying cycle and inducing a second cycle" The
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profitability of the procedure depends upon the rate of

Lay, feed consumption and egg sLze and quality in the

second cycle, the costs of bringing birds to a second

cycle, and the exPected price of eggs.

ix) Egg breakage and consequent loss of income may

be minim Lzed by the careful handling of eggs, frequent

egg collection, a well balanced feed ration, minimi-

zaiuLon of bird stress, cannibalism, fright and cage

crowding, and the proper use of collection equipment.

x) Birds have a peck order and timid birds may

fail to eat as a resulL of more aggressive leaders. In

order to ensure that all birds produce to potentÍal,

producers must place feed and water in such a way that

all birds will consume sufficient nutrients.

The failure of producers to consider these facËors

wilt result in poor production performance and excessive

cosLs in varying degrees in several production factors,

including the rate of Lay, livability, the length of the

laying period and egg quality"

c) The Effect of Location on Egg Preduct Costs

The location of a producer with respect to input

and output markets affects the prices he must pay for

inputs and the price he receives for his output. Because

feed costs represent approximatély 60 percent of total

"o"t"r56 
the transportation costs for feed are a

565." Analysis, Chapter 5 below, p. 63.
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significant factor in determining the costs of production'

For example, if transportation costs for feed paid by u

producer supplying a certain market exceed the costs of

transporting the final product from an area closer to the

feed source to the same market, a producer must find ef-

ficiencies elsewhere in the production process in order to

remain competitive' The level of competition in an in-

dustry determines the extent to which producers in non-

optimal locations are able to survive.

d) InstituLional Cha:actesistics and Egg Production
Cos ts

The costs of the institutional system in the

Canadian egg industry include surplus removal, admini-

stration and promotional costs. In order to determine the

net institutional costs, the costs of a competitive system

must be considered. For example, the costs of surplus re-

moval and administration must be balanced against the costs

of production cycles resulting from lagged producer re-

sponse to egg prices. Similarly, the success of promoLional

expenditures in expanding the market must be compared with

the esËimated demand increase in the absence of marketing

board activities " Theory suggests that given an increase

in meat prices, âr increase in the per capita demand for

eggs could result from the substitution of eggs for meat

as a source of protein.

The existence of any neE cost to producers re-

sulting from marketing board activities raises the level
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of production costs and lowers

the industrY.

the level of efficiencY in



CFIAPTER IV

BUDGET MODEL

The examination of the level of technical ef-

ficiency in the egg industry over time in Ontario relative

to San Diego county was carried out by means of a comparison

of farm-gate production costs in the two areas. The com-

parison is based on a budget model. The budget components

include the costs of feed, pullets, labour, depreciation,

interest and miscellaneous expenditures. The components of

the model are presented in Figure L4.

E>cplanation of Msdel Components

The model presented in Figure 14 was adjusted in

order to fit Ontario and San Diego county data. The ad-

justments are presented in Figures 15 and L6, and are

described briefly in the following discussion of model

components. The exact methods of arriving at each of the

figures used Ín calculaËing the components are described in

Appendix Tables A-3 and A-4.

The cost of feed per dozen eggs produced is the

product of the feed conversion ratio and the price of feed

per pound. The feed conversion ratio represents the pounds

of feed required to produce one dozen eggs. A conversion

factor was added to San Diego county feed costs for the

55
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years L97L and L975-77 in order to adjust for the older age

at which pullets were assumed to have been brought to the

flock during these Years.

The cost of pullets equals the net cost of the

flock per dozen eggs produced' The cost of pullets is

derived by multiplying the percent of flock size which is

salvaged by the salvage price and this value is subtracted

from the flock sÍ-ze multiplied by the price of pullets.

The resulting net flock cost is multiplied by the number of

weeks in the laying cycle and divided by fifty two weeks in

order to determine the flock cost on an annual basis. In

order to derive the cost per dozen eggs, this value is

divided by the product of the flock size and the rate of

lay per bird per year. In the San Diego model, a con-

version factor is subtracted from the cost for the years

L97T and L975-77 in order to adjust for the older age at

which pullets \,vere assumed to have been brought to the

flock during these years.

The cost of labour per d ozer. eggs produced is

calculated by dividing the product of the labour hours per

bird per year and the labour rate per hour by the rate of

Lay. It is assumed that all help, including managerial

help, is included in the labour component" Consequently,

the managemenË cost, which is presented as a separate item

in the San Diego county studies, is added to the labour

component in the San Diego county model.
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The depreciation cost represents the devaluation of

invesEment in buildings and equipment. Investment is based

on a mix of historical and replacement costs, and therefore

representç the cosÞ of producers who are presently in the

industry rather than the costs of entering the industry.

The value of investnent in buildings and equipment is

multiplied by the depreciation rate, and this product is

divided by the rate of Luy, in order to derive the depreci-

aËion costs per dozen eggs produced.

The interest cost represents the cost of capital

used in egg operations. In this model, a 100 percent debt

situation is assumed and therefore, the interest component

includes the opportunity cost of capital. The prime loan

rate is multiplied by the total investment per bird, which

includes fixed and working capital, and this product is

divided by the rate of lay per bird per year in order to

determine the interest costs per dozen eggs produced.

Miscellaneous costs include plant and administration

costs in the san Diego county model and plant, admini-

stration and marketing board costs in the Ontario model.

Plant costs include repairs, maintenance and energy, and

administration costs cover taxes, insurance, medication,

accounting and legal fees, and office supplies. Marketing

board fees include all charges paid by producers to the

regulatory bodies to cover surplus removal, administration

and promotional expenses.



CFIAPTER V

ANALYSIS

In this study, the level of technical efficiency in

the Ontario egg industry was examined relative to that in

San Diego county, the efficient benchmark, both before and

after supply management was introduced in Canada. The

study was carried out in an attempt to determine whether

CEMA is fulfilling the FPMAA goal of achievÍng technical

efficiency in the egg industry. The analysis was based on

a comparison of deflated production costs in Ehe two areas

over time. Input use was examined in both areas and an

attempL was made to identify the source of any changes in

relative input use over time. Changes in input prices, the

scale of operation, technology and pricing systems were

considered as possible sources, but due to the fact that a

detailed study of other factors which may affect relative

input use, such as the tax structure in each area, relative

energy requiremenEs and the relative availability of credit

\Áias not made, it was not possible to identify the sources of

cost changes with any degree of confidence. On the basis

of the information collected it was possible only to suggest

factors which may have contributed Ëo changes in input costs

and relative input use.

61
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Numgrical Analysis

The differences in input costs between Ontario and

San Diego county for the years L97L and L975-78 were calcu-

lated and are presented, along with actual input costs, in

Table 3,

In order to remove the increase in input costs re-

sulting from input prices, input costs \47ere deflated by

input prices. The results of this process are presented in

Table 4, For each component, the price index, which was

calculated using L97L as the base year, \,ras multiplied by

the L97L input cost. This calculation is shown in row A in
Table 4" This value was subtracted from the input cost in
each year studied, and the resulting value (row B in Table

4) indicates the deflated change in cost for each input"

In order to determine the sLze of deflated cost changes in
Ontario relative to San Diego county, the change in cost not

accounted for by input prices in San Diego county was sub-

tracted from the corresponding figure for Ontario. The

results of this calculation for each year studied are shown

in row C, Table 4.

Results

a) Egg Production Costg

As indicated on page 68 in Table 3, total egg pro-

duction costs have risen at different rates in san Diego

county and in ontario since L97L. The difference between

San Diego county and Ontario costs rose sharply between

T97L and L975, tapered off between L975 and L976 and fell
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slightly between L976 and L978, âs illusL¡rated in Figure

L7. In an attempE to determine the source of the relative

increase in Ontario production costs, the cost changes in

each component in the budget \^7ere examined separately.

b) Feed

Total feed costs have increased greatly in both

Ontario and San Diego county since L97L, âs a result of an

approximate doubling of feed prices in both areas during

Ëhis time. In spite of Ëhis increase in feed prices, bu-

cause of increases in other components of the budgeL, feed

costs have remaÍned a relatively constant ProPortion of

total cosEs in Ontario, averaging 51 percent. In San Diego

county, however, the sharp increase in feed costs between

L97L and L975-78 resulted in an increase from 60 percent to

65 percent in the proportion of total costs constituted by

feed (see Feed, Table 3).

As indicated in the feed B rows in Table 4, the

change in Ontario feed costs not due to input prices is

first positive, then negative and then positive, while in

San Diego county the change steaoily falls from positive

to negative values. The difference between the deflated

changes in feed costs in the two areas swings from positive

to negative (see row C for feed, Table 4). As illustrated

by Figure 18, there appears to be no trend in deflated

changes in Ontario costs relative to those in San Diego

county. The evidence is inconclusive, but suggests that
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¡EED ($)
-Total

ontario .L7 (50.4)
San Diego county .L676 (59.4)

Diffeience "0024

ïnput

TABLE 3

Costs of Production in Ontario and in San Diego County
Presented by Budget Component, and the Differencesâ
in Production Costs in the Two Areas for the Years

L97L, and L975-L978

-Price per lb. ($)
Ontari o .04

San Diego county .036
Difference .004

-Quantity (feed conversion ration
lbs. fdozen eggs based on pullets
bought at 20 weeks)
Ontario 4.25

San Diego county 4.66
Difference -,4L

ol ^ .c.

LgTL rotjr"äorr LsTs ror"áro5o..

.327 4

.3151

.0L23

.07 34

.0619

.0115

(s+. r)
(72.6)

Ls76 ror"jro5o".

.3349

.297
"0379

.07 5L

.0637

.0r14

4.46
s. 09
-. 63

(s3.2)
(7r.2)

Ls77 ,o."áro5or.

.3r63
"27 8
.0383

.07 46
,0624
.0L22

4.46
4 "7L
- "25

(4e .7 )(og.:)

Lg7 8 ,o"frTtao",

4.24
4.46

/) .)
-.LL

.3252
"257
.0502

"0767
.0626
.0141

(+g)
(65.2)

4.24
4"4
-.16

(Continued)
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,ULLETS
" -Total ($)

Ontario
San Diego county

Difference

Input

-Price per Bird ($)
Ontario 1.90

San Diego county L,23
Diffeience .67

LsTL 
"o."ároão".

-Mortality Rate
Ontario

San Diego county
Difference

.0851

.0564

.0287

LABOUR
-Total ($)

Ontario
San Diego "0L7¿côunty .0f )

Difference

TABLE 3 (Continued)

LsTs ro."l 35".

(25,3)
( 20)

(% of flock)
.20
.20

0

.,1068

.051

.0s58

2.36
1.08
L.28

. 189

.13

.059

Ls7 6 roruTí 35".

(L7 "7)(r1.8)

.0314

.027
.0044

.L07 7

.053

.0547

2 .43
L.L4
L.29

. 189

.13

.059

(s.:)
(s.6):3iî

(tt .
(tz 

"

ot -ÊL977 torâr"ðo".

.043 8

.029

.0148

1)
7)

.L025

.06

.o425

2.47
l. 38
1. 09

. 188

.13
" 0s8

(7 .2) .o4e4
(o.t) :3î1 .03

,0L94

(16.1)
(L4 "7 )

Ls78 rol"Trco.,

(7 .e)
(t.z) :3?1

.1058

.059

.0468

2"49
L.27
L.22

(ro¡
(1s)

.0498

" 03r
.0188

. 188

.L2

.068

(7 "2)
(t.o)'.8?tl

.0481

.033

" 0l5l

(2.:)
(8.4)

(Continued)
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-Price ($ per
Ontario

Input

San Diego county
Difference

-Quantity (hrs. per 1,000
Ontario 4

San Diego county 3.86
Dif ference .L4

LsTL ,o."ároåo".

hr.

)EPRECIAT IO
-Total ($

Ontario
San Diego

Differe

)
2.61
L"73

.88

N
)

lr. 00
2.4s
l. 55

Birds per week)
4
2 .89
1. 11

-Investment in Buildings
Ontario .19653

San Diego county ,0734
Diffeience L23L3

-InEerest ($)
Ontario .0184

San Diego county ,0092
Diffeience OO92

TABLE 3 (Continued)

LsTs rot"T 35r.

county
nce

.0L42

.011

.0032

(4.2)
(3.e)

Ls76 ro..l 35".

&

4 .5L
2 .65
1. 86

4
2.88
L,L2

Equipment ($)
.265L6
.0867
.T7 846

.0188

.013

.00s8

(s.s¡
(3.3)

(3.r)
(3)

Ls77 ,o.1roåo".

4.6347
4.o22\ 4.4

2.90
r.5

.0339

.0L26

.02r3

.0207

.0r3

.0077

,292L6
.0867
.20546

.0392

.0ll

.0282

(s.6)
(2.e)

4
2.8s
1.15

(3.3)
(3.1)

Ls7 B ,o"f"Ttao",

4. 87 8?
4 "zo/)4.63

-

,025
.0L2
.013

.33165

.08
"25L65

.0361

.01

.026L

(6.2¡
(2.6)

:

(3.e)
(3)

.o27

.013

.0r4

.3588
" 086
"2728

.043

.02
"023

(s.z)
(2 .5)

(4.1)
(:. :

(o.s¡
(s.1)

(Continued)
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Input

-Rate (%)
Ontario .0648

San Diego county .0567
Difference .0081

TISCELLANEOUS ( $ )
Ontario .0L772

San Diego county "011Difference .00672

LsTt,o."jroåo".

-Miscellaneous minus Mkt. Bd. Fee
Ontario .0168 (5)

San Diego county .011 (3"9)
Difference .0058

-Index of Misc. Input Prices
Ontario 1.00

San Diego county 1.00
Difference 0

TABLE 3 (Continued)

LsTs ror'l 35..

]CrIAL
Ontario "337San Diego counEy .282
Difference .055

(s.3)
(3.e)

.09 42

.0773

.0169

.o74s (12.3)

.013 (3)

.06 1s

Ls76 ro.'l 35,,

($)
.0245
" 013
.01r2

. r00B

.068

.0328

1.38
.9 629 6
. 4L7 04

(4.0s)
(3)

.07 66

.013

.0636

.0266

.0r3

.0r36

L,499
L .07 407

.42493

10-7-7 "A ol.L, t Total cost

(tz.z)
(3.1)

.605

.434

.L7L

.08s

.0688

.0L62

(4.2)
(3.1)

.LLO7

.016
,09 47

.0407

.0r6

.0247

L"6L2
L " 0463

" 5657

rs78 ro1"Tr.o".

.629

.4L7

.2L2

(L7.4)
(3.e)

.09s
"0898.0052

(6 ,4)
(3.e)

. LL4

.0L2
"L02

.044

.0L2

.032

.636

.407

.229

(r7 .2)(3.t¡

t:

(6"6)
(3.1)

726

" 663
"39 4
.269

(Continued)
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SOURCE: The sources of
Tables A-3 and

"Diff.r"r,"" always represents Ontario costs minus San Diego county costs.

the
A-4.

cost figures presented in this table are listed in Appendix

TABLE 3 (Continued)
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TABLE 4

Results: Price Indexes for Budget Components Deflated Changes
in Costs (Base L97L) for Sãn Dieg-o County and Ontario

and the Differencesâ between the Deflated Changes
in Costs in San Diego County and in OnEario

for the Years L97L, and L975-L978

Ontario Feed
A feed
B feed

Input

San Diego county Feed
Price Index

A feed. ($)
B feed (S)

Price
($)
($)

Ontario Pullet Price
Index

A pullet ($)
B þullet ($)

C feed ($)

ïndex

L97L

1.00
.L7

0

1.00
.L67 4

0

0

I .00
.085r

0

1.00
.0564

0

0

San Diego county
Price Index

A pullet ($)
B þullet ($)

L97 5

t. 835
.31195
.01545

L,7L9 4
.297 g
.0273

-.01185

C pullet ($)

puIlet

L976

T.877 5
.3L9L7 5
.0L5725

'L.7694
.2962
.0035

.0L225

L.242
,L056942
.001106

. 878

.049 5

" 0015

- .00039

T977

1. 865
.3L7 05

-.0007s

L.7 34
.2903

- . oL22

-.01145

L.27 89
.1088343

- .0011343

,9268
.0523
.0007

-.0018

L97 I

L.9L7 5
,325975
.000775

L,739
.29LT

-.0157

.0L647 5

r. 3105
.1115235

-.00572

1. 03
.058r
.0009

- "00662
(Continued)

1.3
.11063

-.00813

L.L2
.0631

-.0031

-. 00s

!
O



Ontario Labour Price
Index

A tabour ($)
B tabour ($)

Input

San Diego county
Price Index

A labour ($)
B labour ($)

C labour ($)

Ontario Interest Rate
Index

A interest ($)
B interest ($)

T97L

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Labour

1.00
.0314

0

r.00
.o27

0

0

l. 00
.0184

0

San Diego county InteresL
Rate Index f.00

A interest ($) .0092
B interest ($) 0

C interest ($) 0

L97 5

L " 5326
.0482304

- "00443

L,4L6
.0382

-.0092

.00477

L. 4537
.0267 4g
.007L52

1.3633
.0L254
.00006

.00709

r.38
.0244s36
.050r

Ontario Miscellaneous
Index

A miscellaneous ($)
B miscellaneous ($)

T97 6

L.728
.0542592

-. 00496

L,532
"04T4

-.0114

.00654

1.556
.0286304
. 010s 7

1.1993
. 01103

- .00003

.0106

L,499
.0265622
.0s004

L977

1.686
.0529 404

-.007L4

L.67 6
.0453

- .0143

.00716

L.3LL7
"024L352
.011965

L "2L34
.01032

-.00032

"0L229

L "6L2
.0285646
.082L4

1.00
,0L772

0

L97 8

L"774
.0557036

-.0076

L " 466L
"02697 62
.oL6024

r.5838
,0L457
.00543

.0r0s9

1, "726
.0305847
.08342

(ContÍnued)
!
H



San Diego counËy Mis-
cellaneous Index 1.00

A miscellaneous ($) .0111
B miscellaneous ($) 0

C miscellaneous ($) 0

Ontari o l"lis cellaneous
Index minus Marketing
Board Fee 1.00

A misc. minus fee ($) .0168
B misc. minus fee ($)0

San Diego county Miscellaneous Index
Board Fee 1.00

A misc. minus fee ($) .0111
B misc. minus fee ($)0

C misc. minus fee ($)0

Input L97T

TABLE 4 (Continued)

L97 5

Inlhere:

.9629 6 L.07 407

.01059 .01191
,0024T .00119

.04769 .04885

A_

B_

T976

þotal of Component {Gg7Ðl x (Price Index of Year in Question).
(total of Component for Year in Question) - (e)
This value equals the deflated ghange in cosEs (i.e., the change in costs
given no change in input prices).

(Continued)

1 . 38 L,499
.023L84 .025L832
.00132 .00L42

minus Marketing
.96296 1,07407
.01059 .0118r
,0024L .00119

.0007 g .00023

L977

L .0463
.01151
"o0449

"07765

L97 I

L.6L2
,02708L6
"0L362

r.0463
.01151
.o0449

.009 13

L "726
"0289968
.015

!
t!



C : Difference between deflated changes in costs (row
Diego county.
This value indicates the degree to which deflated
OnËario relaËive to San Diego county.

Sü.JRCE: The sources of
Tables A-3 and

a*Difference 
always represents Ontario costs minus San Diego

TABLE 4 (Continued)

the
A-4.

figures used in this table are Presented

B), for Ontario and San

costs have increased in

county costs.

in Appendix

!
U)
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the regulation in Canada has not resulted in inefficiencies

in feed use, This hypothesis is supported by the feed con-

version ratios in the two areas" In Ontario, the feed con-

version ratio rose after L97L, but has fallen since then,

indicating that less feed is required to produce the same

output. In San Diego county the feed conversion ratio has

followed the same general trend which appears in Ontario,

remaining above Ëhe Ontario feed conversion raEio by in-
creasingly smaller amounts (see figure 19). It appears

therefore, that San Diego county feed use is approaching

the level of efficiency existing in Ontario. This trend

may be due to the fact that cost pressures, which are caused

by rising feed costs, are forcing San Diego county pro-

ducers to alËer management techniques.

c) Pullets
Pullet costs have followed an uneven, slow upward

trend in both San Diego county and Ontario since L97L. In

both areas, the percentage of total costs accounted for by

pullets has fallen, indicating that pullet costs have risen
at a slower rate than other input costs (see Pullets, Tabre

3)"

As indicated in Table 3, the mortality rates have

fallen more in San Diego county than in Ontario; ner,,T

vaccines became available in both areas between L97L and

1975, and Ëhus the divergence in perfoïmance could be a
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ç / dozen

FIGURE 18: Differences between
Costs in Ontario and

SOURCE: The figures
presented in

Deflated Changes in Feed
San Diego Coùnty.

upol- which this graph Ís based areTable 4, row Cr-feäd.
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1bs. feed
.t:1,:l

San Diego
county

Ontario

FIGURE 19: Feed Conversion Ratios Achieved in Ontario and
in San Diego County (based on the addition of
pullets to-flock at 20 weeks of age).

SOURCE: The figures upon which this graph is based are
presenEed in Table 3.
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result of a change in the level of management and relative

rates of adoption of technology following L97L.

The change in pullet costs not accounted for by

pullet prices is negative in Ontario, while it fluctuaEes

between negative and positive in san Diego county (see

pullets, row c). No firm conclusions regarding the ef-

ficiency of laying management in Ontario relative to that

in san Diego county may be made at present. A detailed

study of pullet placement techniques is necessary before

any conclusions maY be drawn.

d) Labour

Labour costs have risen in both san Diego county and

Ontario since L97L, and costs in Ontario have risen at a

more rapid rate than California costs. The percentage of

toËal costs constituted by labour has not changed greatly

over time in either area (see Labour, Table 3).

The change in labour costs not accounted for by

rising \,vage rates is greater in san Diego county than in

Ontario, and the difference is increasing. This trend is

shown in Figure 20. The apparent relative lag in efficiency

of Ontario producers with respect to labour use is consistent

with the difference in the number of labour hours required

for production in the two areas. !ühile according to the

available data the hours required in Ontario have remained

constanE, they have fallen overtime in San Diego county (see

Figure 2L)" Economies of scale, efficient management
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ç f dozen

FIGURE 20: Differences
Ontario and

between Deflated Labour Costs in
San Diego County.

SOURCE: The figures upon which this graph is based are
presented in Table 4, row C, labour.
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FIGURE ZLz Number of
in Ontario

Ontario

San Diego
county

Labour Hours Required to Produce Eggs
and in San Diego County.

SOUBCE: The figures upon which this graph is based are
presented in Table 3.
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techniques and the use of new technologies could explain the

fatt in required hours in San Diego coungy. The labour

requirements in Ontario suggest that producers in this aTea

a-re not achieving these ef f iciencies " The validity of this

irypothesis rests on the accuracy of the estimates of labour

requirements.

e) Depreciation

Given constant depreciation rates in ontario and in

San Diego county, depreciation charges have risen in Ontario

at a faster rate than in San Diego county since L97L (see

Depreciation, Table 3). This indicates that investment per

bird has become increasingly higher in Ontario relative to

San Diego county (see Figure 22). This pattern of investment

costs is consistent with the hypothesis that scale economies

are being achieved in California, lowering the per unit costs

of production, and that the excess capacity present in the

OnLario egg industry in L97L has not disappeared.

f) Interest

Interest costs in Ontario and San Diego county have

diverged and Ëhen come together since L97L (see Interest,

Table 3). The portion of the change in interest costs which

is not attributable Lo changes in interest rates in Ontario

relative to Catifornia rose between L97L and L977 and feII

slightly in Lg7B, âs shown in Figure 23. This trend indi-

cates that total investment per bird has risen in Ontario

relative to the U.S. in recent years. Interest cost
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figures support the theory that economies of scale are being

achieved in San Diego county relative to Ontario. Ho\,uever,

the Sources of investment cost changes in the Ewo areas

cannot be identified with certainty without examining factors

such aS the relative level of tax incentives for investment,

and the relative availability of credit.

g) Miscellaneous

Plant, administration and marketing board costs rose

at a significantly higher rate in Ontario than in San Diego

county afLer L97L (see Miscellaneous, Table 3). Inlhile these

costs fluctuated between 3.1 percenË and 3.9 percent of

total cost in California, ifl Ontario they rose from 5.3

percent to 17 "2 percent of total costs. A large portion of

this increase is due to the marketing board fees in Ontario,

ranging from $.00093 per dozen in L97L to $.07 per dozen in

L978. The treatment of the marketing board fee as a pro-

duction cost is open to debate. The fee presently consists

of 4\C for surplus disposal, and 24C for administration and

promotion. It is difficulÇ without further study, to

determine whether the explicit fee is less than or exceeds

comparable, inexplicit costs in an unregulated industry"

However, because the fee is unavoidable to producers and is

passed on as a cost to consumers, a comparison of miscell-

aneous cosEs including the fee has been made in this study.

In order to deflate the miscellaneous costs in each

aTea by input prices, miscellaneous price indexes for each
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country have been used. !ühen the marketing board fees are

included in miscellaneous costs, the change in costs not due

to input prices rises at a significantly faster rate in

Ontario than in California (see Miscellaneous, ro\,v C,

Table 4). When marketing board fees are removed from

Ontario miscellaneous costs, deflated miscellaneous costs

stitl rise at a relatively faster rate in Ontario than in

San Diego county. The two cases are shown in Figure 24"

Assuming the indexes used accurately reflect the prices of

Ëhe inputs included in the miscellaneous category and that

relative energy requirements have not changed, it apPears

that a combination of board fees and the relatively in-

efficienÈ use of miscellaneous inputs may have resulted in

a change in the level of miscellaneous costs in Ontario

relative to those in California. Further research into the

effectiveness of board activities in Ontario and comparable

activities in southern California is necessary before firm

conclusions are made.

Grade A Conversion Factor

The CEMA pricing formula is assumed to represent

the costs of producing mediurn sized eggs, and in order to

determine the costs of producing other sizes of eggs, a

conversion factor is added to the basic cost. The con-

version factor is positive f.or lärge and extra large eBBS,

and negative for small, grade B and grade C eggs"
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ç I dozen
tl

All Miscellaneous costs
I

üIithout Board
in Ontario

I

i

charges

FIGURE 24: Difference between Deflated Miscellaneous Costs,
ülith and l,lithout Marketing Board Costs in
Ontario and San Diego CountY.

SOURCE: The figures upon which this graph is based are
presented in Table 4, row C, Miscellaneous.
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The decision to use medium sized eggs as the base

for the conversion factor is questionable since approximately

64 percent of eggs produced aTe Large or extra large, The

use of the conversion factor may result in either a positive

or negative subsidy to producers, depending on the level and

distribution of egg prices (see Table 5). The size of any

premiums received increase with the volume of production,

and therefore large, efficient producers may receive excess

returns as a result of the conversion factor. Managerial

slack may result.

Size of Operation

In San Diego county, the average si-ze of operation

has increased over time, from 13r000 birds per flock in L96L

to 79,000 birds per flock in 1978. This Erend is shown in

Figure 23. The trends Ín flock size distributions in

California over time are shown in terms of two flock size

breakdowns in Figures 24 and 25. It appears that the per-

centage of flock sLzes under 10,000 birds is falling while

the percentage of flock size over 10,000 is rising.

No series of data for average flock sizes was

available for the Ontario egg industry. However, the flock

size distributions over time \^iere examined and compared with

those in California" Since L966, the percentage of flocks

of under 5,000 birds has fallen, .while the percentage of

flocks over 5,000 has risen (see Figure 24). A more de-

tailed breakdown for flocks in Ontario over 5,000 birds was



Egg Size

Extra Large, grade A
Large, grade A
Medium, grade A
Small, grade A
PeehÏee, grade A
grade B
grade C

Difference of Sums

TABLE 5

Calculation of Premiums to Producers Resulting
from Conversion Factor for Egg Size

Percentage
of Total

Production

RESULT: .8ç fdozen premium.

20
42
23

5

Extra Large,
Large, grade
Medium, grade
Small, grade
Peelnlee, grade
grade B
grade C

2
8
4
5
9
6
6

[{eri"" ) - (price
of

medium eggsf

lu'
2
4

grade A
A

A
A

A

7,7ç
5 .4ç
0

-L4.2ç
-35.2ç
- 16. 8ç
-33.6ç

Weighted Premium
(Oxø)

?2 q

43.3
2L.2
5.6

.8
2.2
4"4

3 6s.8

L.5554ç
2.3LL2ç

.781c

.3168ç

.4368c
L.5456ç

Sum of Premiums

6 .4ç
3.8ç
0

-20.Lç
-49ç
-2T"8ç
-42 .8ç

a( 1 - 3.8666e
) 

b ------Y

L.44ç
L.6 45ç

-L "L26ç- "392ç- .48ç
- 1. 883ç

f-: 3.0734ç

+,7932ç

f 2.085ç

(-: 2.88fç
æ

(Continued) \'



TABLE 5 (Conrinued)
_

Egg Size percentage [(pri"")

'?5ol3iiå" *"¿i3åesss)l io"ø)
Difference of Sums

RESULT: -8ç /dozen loss.

Extra Large, grade A
Large, grade A
Medium, grade A
Small, grade A
Peelnlee, grade A
grade B
grade C

Difference of Sums

RESULT: +_.7çldozen

20.
44.
))
5.
1.
1.
4.

SOURCE: Canada Department
Divis ion, trP oultry

T?
g 5 04,Y

5
5
01
81
31

premium.

8.6ç
6. 5ç
0

18.6ç
50.4ç
25 .35ç
45 .6ç

of Agriculture,
Market Report,

L.7286c
2.9L2ç

1.023c
.509ç
.4589c

L,g659

Markets Information Services
" M"y L975, May L976, and May

-.796ç

L: 4 .6L2ç

{:3.955eç

+.6561ç

7

)

and Poultrv
L977. '

oo'co
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available only for T977. The number of small flocks under

10,000 is much greater in Ontario than in California, while

the number of flocks over 10,000 birds in Ontario is
significantly less than in California (see Figure 25).

Given a limit on flock expansion in Ontario of 25r000 birds,
the upper half of the distribution will remain constant over

time, and Lhe difference between flock size distributions in
california and ontario will increase, assuming that present

trends in California continue.



CHAPTER VI

. SI.JIVIMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Sunnnarv

The difference between San Diego county and Ontario

production costs in the control period was assumed to be

the resulË of factors not associated with the introduction

of regulation in Ontario, since the egg industries in both

areas vrere assumed to be subject to competitive pressures
57at the time.

There have been increases in production costs in

Ontario relative to those in San Diego counËy since L97L

which are not accounted for by changes in input prices.

The budget components which show an increase in deflated

costs in Ontario relative Eo San Diego county include the

labour, miscellaneous, interest and depreciation components.

The precise sources of the increases in deflated investment,

labour and miscellaneous costs per unit of output in
Ontario relative to San Diego county could not be determined

due to insufficient information. The level of investment

may depend on the scale of operation, the level of

57
An exceotion to this assumÐtion is the hiEh level

of investment costs in Ontario in I97L, which has bãen at-
tributed to producer anticipation of the introduction. of
the supply management program.

93
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managerial skill, the tax structure and the availability of

credit. Labour use may depend on the scale of operation,

Ehe level of managerial ski11, and available technology and

labour" Deflated miscellaneous costs may depend on the

scale of operaLion, the level of managerial skill and the

institutional structure.

The sources of changes in input use which were ex-

plored theoretically in this study include the scale of
operation, the level of managerial skill and the insti-
tutional structure. The scale of operation and managerial

skill may affect input use through technical economies of

scale and management decisions regarding production pro-

cedures, respectively.

The institutional structure may affect the level of

managerial skill employed if it results in excess returns

for some producers and if this environment results in
managerial slack. Components of the pricing formula, in-
cluding the choice of the operation size upon which iE is
based, and the conversion factor to Grade A large may

result in rabove normal I returns to relatively low cost

producers.

The institutional structure may affect the scale of

operation through quota regulations, and through providing
adequate returns for producers operating a certain scale of

operation by means of a pricing formula. At present in
Ontario, the average flock size is less than that which is
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estimated to be the minimum optimum size, while that in
San Diego county exceeds the estimated minimum optimum

sLze. One source of the considerable difference Ín average

operation sLze in the two areas may be the variance in

pricing systems, and their implications.

Conclus ions

This study examined the level of technical effici-

ency in the Ontario egg industry relative to the egg

industry in San Diego county, in an attempt to determine

wheËher CEMA has fulfilled one aspect of the efficiency
requiremenL of the F?MAA. As discussed in the theoretical
section, the level of technical efficiency depends upon the

scale of operation and the level of managerial skill, and

these factors may be affected by the pricing system in the

indus try.
fn the analysis, the level of technical efficiency

in Ontario relative to San Diego county was examined by

means of a comparison of deflated input costs, or input use.

I'Ihile differences Ín input use were discovered, the sources

of the differences could not be established. An examination

of input market conditions was not made, but is necessary in
addition to the analysis carried out in this study in order

to provide sufficient information for firm conclusions.

On the basis of this study it may be concluded that

increases in the level of investment, use of miscellaneous

inputs, and labour requirements in Ontario relative to San
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Diego county since L97L are not inconsistent wiEh the theo-
retical effects of supply rnanagement, through its effect on

the scale of operation and managerial skill. rnformation
gaEhered in this study does not suggest that the relative
use of feed and pullets has changed ln Ontarjo.

The relatively inefficient scale of operation in
ontario is smaller than the estimated minimum scale at
which economies of scale aïe achieved. The failure in
Ontario to achieve the technical efficiencies associated

with the scale of operation may be attributed in part to
the effects of supply management on the scale of operation
in the area, through the pricing formula and quota regu-
lations.

Limitations

The analysis in this sEudy rests on several as-
sumptions. First, it was assumed that the p. s. Ross data
accurately reflect the costs of production in a 20,000

bird operation in ontario. However, the data are a combi-

nation of survey results and indexed values, and the

results are onry as accurate as the indexes and surveys.
second, it was assumed that the costs in the relatively
smal1 sample of california farms represent the average

production costs of efficient farms in the area. Third,
it was assumed that Ëhe efficient benchmark constructed on

the basis of san Diego county daEa was adequate for Ehe

purposes of this study.
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Because of the limited data, certain factors could

not be anaLyzed" It was not possible to completely separate

the effects of scale and management due to the use of

different farm sizes in the comparison of production costs

in Ontario and San Diego county. The extent to which

pecuniary economies of scale were present, the effect of

differing input market conditions on relative production

costs in the two areas, and the extent to which quota values

raised production costs in Ontario were not examined. In

addition, the analysis was based only on a six year data

series because the CEMA supply management program was intro-

duced in 1973. As a result, the conclusions are limited

and preliminary.

Suggestions for Fur!þer Research

On the basis of the findings of this study, it
would appear thaE a detailed examination of production

costs and scale trends in the Canadian egg industry rela-

tive to those in a benchmark area is warranted. Conse-

quently, a collecËion of detailed production data in Canada

and in a benchmark area is necessary. This data must in-

clude a careful breakdown of input prices, the actual

quantities of inputs used and condiLions in input markets.

In addition, a careful examination of the implicaËions of

presenË policy in the egg indust.ry is reconrnended in order

to ensure that the long run effects of the regulation are

both appreciated and desired,
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Rate of LaylYear

Laying Period

Average Flock Size

Feed Conversion Ratio

Feed Price/Pound

Pullet Price/Pullet

Salvage Price/Bird

Mortality Rate

Labour Rate

Manufacturing
ütreight (Man)
Farm
!üeight (Farm)

Labour Hours per Bird
per l,Ieek

Component L97L

L7 "3

60 weeks

20,000

4.25

.04

1.9 0

.25L4

20%

2 .6L

3.47.
.5

L.7 5
.5

4

TABLE A-1
Ontario Data ($ Canadian)

L97 5

L9

55 weeks

20,000

4.46

.07 34

2.36

.263L

L8.9%

4. 00

5. l8'
.5

2 .8L
.5

4

L97 6

r9

55 weeks

20, 000

4"46

.07 st
2 .43

.3265

L8.9%

4.5L

5 .87
.5

3.L4
.5

4

20

55 weeks

20,000

4,24

"07 46

2 .47

.37r8

18. 87.

4 .634 7
i'.ozi 5 4'4

6 .47
Paid .41 Imputed .2

3,4L
Paid .6; Imputed .8

Paid 4 x .625
Imputed 4 x "375

L977

20

55 weeks

20, 000

4 "24

"07 67

2 "49

.311

18. 8%

t".3l2J +"øz

6.90
Paid .4; Imputed "2

3.53
Paid .6; Imputed .8

Paid 4 x .625
Imputed 4 x .375

L97 8

(Continued) H
(f
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Depreciation Rate
-Buildings
-EquipmenE

Investment lBLrd
-Buildings Base

Index
-Equipment Base

Index

-Buildings & Equipment
Toral lBLrd
Investment in
-Land
-Pullets and Feed
-Total /BLrd

Mis cel laneous
-Repairs & Maintenanc

-Energ y

-Other

Component L97L

.05 x .5588

.10 x .44L2

2.e22 (L975)
100

2 ,LL6 (L97 5)
100

3.40

.50
r. 0066
4.9L

TABLE A-1 (Continued)

L97 5

.05 x .58

.10 x .42

2.922 (L97 5)
15 3.5

2"LL6 (Le7s)
L40.7,

L976

J r. Lz% or r"- 7 S.Lz-a or r"-7
/ vestment in I vestment in l¡

) n,riroings I nuildings t
land land \
J 

eq"ip*""t 
J 

Equipment )

.05 x .585

.10 x "4L5

2 "922 (L97 s)
L70 "7

2 .LL6 (L97 s)
153.1

5.551

.50
L.337 4
7 .39

5.L2L of In-
vestment in
Buildings
and
Equipment

5.038

.50
L.2996
6.84

L977

.05 x .4897

.10 x .5103

3. ols (tgto)
1'83.9

3 .L52 (L97 6)
T64.4

L978

6 .633

.50
L.3567
8.49

,01078,June 76
L7 5 .05

.00874 June 76
L75"85

.0062 June 76
156.5

.05 x.4947

.10 x .5053

3"01s (Le76)
20L

3.Lsz (tglo)
L76 "L

Base
Index
Base
Index
Base
Index

7.L76

.50
1. 3701
9.05

.01078,June 76
188 " 05

.00874 June 76
L89.2

"0062 June 76
163.9

Base
Index
Base
Index
Base
Index

(Continued)
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Administration
-Base fDozen
- Index

Interest Rate

Market Board Fee
-Rate
-Total fDozen

Component

SOURCES: Sources of the figures in this table are listed in Appendix Table A-3,

L97L

.0109 (Le7s)
100

.0648

"02
.00092

TABLE A-l (Continued)

L97 5

.0r0e (Le7s)
L62.6

.0942

N/A
.05

L976

.o1oe (tgts)
L72.9

.1008

N/A
.05

.0L23 (June '7 6)
180. 1

.085

N/A
,07

L97 7 L97 8

.0L23 (June '76)
L97 "4

.095

N/A
.07

l!-lo(¡



Rate of Lay f Year

Laying Perioda

Average Flock Size

Feed Conversion RaËio
(based on 26 weeks)

Feed Price/Pound

Net Replacements
Cost ôf Pullets/Dozen:

Pul lets
Labour
Mi s cel laneous
Feed
Depreciat ion
Interest
Management
InvenLory
Cull Credit
Total

Salvage Price/Bird

Comp onent

TABLE A-2

San Diego CounËy Data ($ U.S. )

L97L

20.4

varied

47 ,000

4.3

.036

L97 5

L9 .4

varied

48, 000

4.8

.0619

"027
.003
.003
.0032
.001
.001
. oos

- .002
- .004

.0069

.L4

L976

L9 "2

varied

73,000

4.5

.0637

0L2
003
002
044
002
002
003
007
006

L977

20 "5

varied

61,000

4.2

"0624

.069

.031

.002

.035

.001

.001

.001

.002

.01

.066

.32.2L

L97 8

L9

varied

79 ,000

4.4

,0626

.038

.002

.04

.00r

.002

.002

.003
- .00s
- .007

"07 6

.30

(Pullers & Feed) .062
.002

see Pullets
" 002
.002
.002

- "003_ .008
.059

a.)
. J¿.

(Continueo)
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Mortality Rate

Labour Hours/lrtreek Per
Bird

Labour Rate

Depreciation Rate on
i3uildings & EquiPment

Investment fDozen;
-Buildings & EquiPment

-Total

Interest Rate

Miscellaneous fDozen

Miscellaneous Index

ManagemenË /Dozen

Conversion for Pullet
Cost

Conversion for Feed Cost

Component L97L

20%

3. 86

L.73

L5"L

,07 34

.L625

5.67%

.011

r08

.01

- .oL26

+ .0L26

TABLE A-2 (Continued)

r97 5

L3"/"

2.89

2./+5

L5"L

.0867

.1625

7 .73%

.013

104

.01

- .018

r .018

L976

L3%

2.88

2.65

Ls%

"0867

.L625

6 "8%

. 013

lr6
.01

- .013

+ .013

L97 7

L3%

2.85

2,90

L5%

.08

.15

6 .88%

" 016

l13

.01

- .016

+ "0f6

L97 I

L2%

L5%

.086

,225

8.98"/,

" 0L2

not available

.01

N/A data based
on 20 weeks

N/A data based
on 20 weeks

(uoncl-nueo/
H
O
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SOURCE: Sources of the figures listed in this table are listed in
Appendix Table A-4,

All data are given on an annual basis.

TABLE A-2 (Continued)
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TABLE A-3

Sources of Ontario Data

Item Year Source

Rate of Lay
per Year

Laying Period

Average Flock
S ize

Feed Conver-
sion Ratio

Feed Price
per Pound

L97L

L97 s-7 6
L9.7 7 -7 8

L97L
L97 5-76
L977-78

T97 L

L97 5-7 6
L977-78

L97 L

T97 5-76
L977-78

T97L

L97 5-7 I

Ontario Royal Commission, adjusted to
an annual'basis'(p , 27)'

P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. 14)
P. S. Ross, -lufy L977 (Þ. 19 )

Ontario Royal Commission (p. 29)
P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. L4)
P.S. Ross, July L977 (p, 22)

Ontario Royal Commission (p. 25)

P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. LZ)
P.S. Ross, Jufy T977 (p. L4)

Ontario Royal Commission (p. 27)--
may be oversEated slightly as this
estimate is based on a flock size of
10,000
P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. 19)
P.S. Ross, July L977 (p. 23)

Ontario Royal Commission (p. 27)

Quarterly prices quoted by UEtlA.
Prices are derived from Canadian
Livestock Feed Board, rr[,Ieekly !ühole-
sale Mixed Feed Prices Report," pro-
vincial average for L6% -' L}%'laying
mash FOB mill door plus delivery
charge. Yearly averages calculated.
P.S. Ross, July L975 (p" 19) and
P"S. Ross, July L977 (p. 24)

(Continued )
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TABLE A-3 (Continued)

Item Year Source

Pullet Price
per pullet

L97T

L97 5-7 8

Ontario Royal Commission (p. 27)

Quarterly prices quoted by CEMA.
Average price of 20 week old pullets,
delivered. Yearly averages calcu-
lated. P.S. Ross, July iglS (p. 16)
and P,S. Ross, July L977 (p. 2L)

Computed according to P.S. Ross
Me thodol ogy:

P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. L7)
P.S. Ross, -lufy L977 (Þ. 2L)

Ontario Royal Con¡nission (p. 27)

Average of the Average Yearly Ontario
Manufacturing Hourly !'lage (Statistics
Canada 72-002) and the Average Ontario
l,Iage for Farm Help without Board
(Statistics Canada 21-003)
P.S, Ross., July L975 (p. 2L)

Salvage Value
per Bird

L97L &
L97 5-7 8

Pounds o x 1.333 x Price toNo. of Fowl
Producer (Live Fowl
under 5 lbs, )

f.333 is the evisceraËed to live
weight conversion facEor. Quarterly
figures are averaged to give yearly
estimates. P.S. Ross, July L975
(p. L7) and P.S. Ross, ;ufy T977
(þ. 2L)

L97L Adjusted from L5"/" to 20% according to
information presented in Ontario
Royal Connnisêion (p. 29)

{
f Fow

P.S. Ross, July L975 (p. 20)
P.S. Ross, July T977 (Þ. 25)

Mortali ty
Rate

Labour Rate
per Hour

Labour Hours
per lrüeek per
1,000 Birds

L97 5-7 6
L977 -7 8

L97L

L97 s-7 6
L977 -7 I
L97L,
T975,
L976

(Continued)
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Item Year Source

Labour Rate
per Hour

Depreciation
Rate

L977-78

1971 &
L97 5-7 8

(.+ x Manufacturing !'Iage r .6 x
Farm V'Iage) : paid.
( .Z x Manufacturing I,üage + .8 x
Farm t'Iagq ) : imputed. -
Total :-(paid wäge x "625) + (imputed
vüage x "37 5)
Computed according to P.S. Ross
Methodology.
P.S. Ross, July L977 (p. 25)

flInvestment in Buildings x 1

| ,.,.r"stment in Buildings I

N" 
Ï"".rt*""t i"

x (Depreciation Rate for Buildings)

plus

stment in Equipment x

Investment in Equipment
Investment in Buildings & Equipment

x (Depreciation Rate for Equipment)

P.S. Ross, July T975 (p. f6)
P.S. Ross, ;ufy L977 (Þ. 32)

Investrnent i" PC Base Valuernvestment in EJ p;-4. nãr"; July Tg75(P. L2)

Indexed from Base Value according to
the Annual Average of Building and
Fencing Index, Canada (B) and the An-
nual Average of Farm Machinery and
Motor Vehicles, Canada (E)

Investment ir lÇ n"". Value, p. S.Investment in EJ noss, July'Lgl7,(p. it)
Indexed from L977 Base Value according
to the same indexes as in L97L and L976

(Continued)

["*

Inves tment
per Bird--

Buildings (B)
& Equipment
(E)

T97 5

L97L,
T976

L977

L97 8
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TABLE A-3 (Continued)

I tem Year Source

Investment /
Bird Land

Investment/
Bird Pullets
& Feed

Interest Rate

P lant

Admini-
s traEion

1971 &
L97 5-7 8

1971 &
L97 5-7 8

L97L &
L975-7 6

L97 5

L97L,
L976

L977

L97 8

P. S. Ross, July L975 (p. L4)
P. S. Ross, lufy L977 (Þ. L7)

Pullets - (Price of Pullet) x 4

;;"-:"1'""t":::t"tt'

P.
P.

52
S. Ross. Julv T975 (p. f4)
s. Rossi ;ury L977 (Þ. 19)

Rate taken from Bank of Canada Review,
Selected & International Interest Rates,
including bank yields and interest
arbitrage, Chartered Bank Lending Rate,
Prime Business Loans, BL402O

I Plant CostI 

--l- In.rertment
_l x
in B&EJ

P. S, Ross, July L975

InvestmentinB&E

(p. 22)

L977-78 - (Repairs & Maintenance Base) x (Average
of the Index for Building Repairs and
Lhe Index for Machinery and Motor
Vehicles Operation)

- (Energy Base) x (Average of the Index
for Petroleum Products and the Index
for Electricity)

- (tothert Base) x (Index for Small Tools)

P " S, Ross, July L977 (p, 29)

Base Value. P. S. Ross, July L975 (p.22)

Indexed from Base according to Total
Farm Input Price Index, Canada

Base Value, P. S. Ross, July L977 (p" 29)

Indexed from L977 Base Value according
to the same index as in 197L and T976

(Continued)
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TABLE A-3 (Continued)

Item Year Source

Marketing L97L Rate on birds sold for_salvage. Ontario
Board Feã Royal Commission (p. 27)

L975, Standard Charge. P. S. Ross, July L975,
L976 Appendix D

L977-78 Standard Charge, National Farm Products
Marketing Council Annual RePort
L977-78 (p. 30)
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IABLE A-4

Sources of San Dieqo County Data

Item Year Source

Rate of Lay L97T, 1975 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
per Year L975, Diego County

L976-78 L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

Laying Period 1971 & All data provided is annual
T97 5-7 I

Average Flock f971 & L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Size L975-78 Diego County

Feed Conver- L97L, T975 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
sion Ratio L975 Diego County

L976-78 L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

Feed Price L97L & L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
per Pound L975-78 Diego County

PulleE Price Derived from information given in
per pulleË L975 & L978 Poultry Egg Cost Studies

as follows:
r
[(floct< size x pullet price) -
(flock sLze x 7" salvaged x salvage ptice)J

* (flock size x rate of lay)

Salvage Value L97L & L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
per Bird L975-78 Diego County

Mortality 1971 & L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Rate L97 5-7 8 Diego Couirty

(Continued)
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TABLE A-4 (Continued)

I tem Year Source

Labour Hours
per l.leek per
1,000 Birds

Labour Rate
per Hour

Management
Cost per
Dozen

Depre ciation
Rate

Investment in
Buildings &
Equipment

1971 &
T97 5-7 8

L97L

r97 5-78

L97L,

L976-78

L97L,
L97 5

L97 6-7 8

L97L &
L97 5-7 8

Derived from assumed labour rate and
total labour cost given in 1975 &
L978 Poultry Egg Cost Studies as
follows:

lrlaqe x Hours/Bird fYear
Rate of LaY

USDA Agricultural Statistics L978
Table 608

USDA Agricultural Statistics L978
D. 433. Table 625
'Defined as US Cash !üages Only (eff
h,ourly workers who are not receiving
prerequis ites

T975 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

L978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

L975 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

1978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

Derived from information given in
L975 6, f978 Poultry Egg Cost Studies
as follows:

Depreciation Rate _ Depreciation Charge

100 Investment in Buildings
& EquipmenË

Derived from information given in L975
& L978 Poultry Egg Cost Studies as
follows:
Interest Rate Assumed - Interest Charge

Total Investment
(Continued)

Total In-
ve stment
(Land. Stock.
B&E)

1971 &
L97 5-7 B

100
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TABLE A-4 (Continued)

Item Year Source

Interest Rate f971 & Rate taken from Bank of Canada Review,
T975-78 Selected and International Interest

Rates, including bond Yields and
interést arbitrãge, Prime Rate Charged
by Banks 854404

Miscellaneous Lg7L, L975 Poultry Egg Cost study, san
T975 Diego County

Ig76-78 T978 Poultry Egg Cost Study, San
Diego County

Miscellaneous Lg7L, USDA Agricultural Statistics T978,
Index T975-78 Table 635, P. 44L



Size of Farm
(ít' of. Birds)

(+oo
Lszt

()¡, zoo
(>4,97 3

3,200
4,973

TABLE

A Comparison of Farm
in Ontario and

California
L964

400 - 10,090
500 - 10,000

10 - 50,000

>50,000

524 (38%)

88s (62%)

Ontario
L966

A-5

Size Distributions
California

L,252 (59%)

7 se (3s%)

L26 (6"/")

SOURCES:

168 (83%)

334 Q7%)

California
L969

L964 California Census

L969 California Census

Minister of Supply and
Council, Annual Report,

L72 (Le%)

737 (81%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ontario
L97T

429

553

184

1,031 (58%)

7 6 (42%)

California Ontario
L977 L977

(37"/")

(47%)

(L6%)

of Agriculture,
of Agriculture,

ServÍces Canada
L977 -78, p' 63.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section 1, p.
Section l, p.

L978, National

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

789

209

6

35.

48.

Farm Products Marketing

(7 8 ,5%)

(2L%)

( . s7.¡
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